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Disclosures



My Journey
Staff Clinical Exercise Physiologist 1987

AACVPR Member 1987 - current

AACVPR President 2014

Chanl Health 2019 - current



Holly’s Story



Are we 
listening?
• 58-year-old female professional

• Active lifestyle

• CrossFit Athlete

• Summer 2021, Experiencing chest discomfort, 
cath,  Stent of the circumflex. 

• Joined CR because she knew better, and I’d kill 
her if she didn’t

• Agreed to come twice a week

• 2.0 mph HR<130, slow increases

• Week 6 – FOCUS remains on exercise, but they 
are letting her run now



What was 
Holly really 
looking for?

A hybrid option – 1X weekly 
wrapped with a virtual component

Better understanding of her 
unique “individual”  physical 
capabilities

Address what is most important 
from Day 1 - STRESS



What we will 
talk about

• What does it mean to grow your 
program?

• What is change and why do we need it?
• AACVPR Change Package
• Leading practice – what’s happening at 

other programs?
• How to ask for what you want?



“Listen with your ears, see with your eyes the 
opportunities all around.”  Baystate CEO, Mark Keroack



Mindset

Set of:
• Assumptions
• Methods
• Notions



FIXED VS. GROWTH MINDSET

If you imagine less, less will be 
what you undoubtedly deserve.

Change is inevitable, growth is 
optional.  John Maxwell





What’s My 
Mindset?



Can you “unfix” the “fixed” mindset?

• Focus on the journey
• Embrace your imperfections
• Incorporate “yet” into your 

vocabulary.
• Take on challenges
• Stay in the moment
• Pay attention to your thoughts.

Thoughts become words, words become 
actions, actions become character and 
character becomes your destiny.

• Find new ways to learn
• Be alright with being 

uncomfortable



Disruptive Innovations



Challenging 
the Status 

Quo



Increase gym size

Increase the number of staff

Grow your patient volume

Growth through innovation



Standard 
Cardiac 
Rehab 
Class 
Structure

Intake –revisit  and ask patient everything that we can read in their chart

6-minute walk – initial exercise assessment

Class focused with start and end time – send patients home if late

Three times a week, MWF ( seldom weekends)

7:00-5:00 (seldom evenings)

Heavily focused on exercise

Treadmill, Bike, NuStep

Light weights

Continuous ECG monitoring for all – whether the patient needs them or not

Blood Pressures taken on all patients every session



Pause and Ask 
WHY?



Cardiac Rehab 
Reinvented

Intake of curiosity – why is the patient coming? What is most 
important to their participation?

Open gym concept, allow the patient to come when it’s 
convenient for them. **Outside the pandemic

Accelerated sessions; 5 times per week, 91+ minute sessions

Hybrid model, patient comes to some onsite session some virtual

ECG monitor those patients that need it, start with 4-6 sessions

Measure blood pressures on patients that have issues.(AACVPR 
Change Package)

Focus on what is most important to the “individual” patient



Where Do I Start?





AACVPR, Million 
Hearts & CDC
Change Package

• Change concepts, 
• Change ideas, 
• Change tools and resources.



Value Based Care



Connect With 
Thought Leaders 
and Innovators



Don’t take my word…what 
are our colleaques doing?



Duke Cardiac 
Rehabilitation

• Opened in 1977 – never had continuous ECG

• Open gym concept
• BP exercise and post exercise checks for first 3 

sessions; only repeated if clinically indicated

• CHF program billed by PTs; then transitioned 
pts to CR after the 6 weeks of stability

• Automatic referral in Epic
• Virtual Hybrid option 2020



Covenant
HealthCare  
• Mapped out current state

• ALL staff had input

• Quality Improvement Team - Approved for a full 
business day to be dedicated to CRPR to work on 
program format - CRPR DRIVERS OF CHANGE

• Group intakes – more efficient and reduced wait 
times

• Pivot as needed, NEVER more necessary 
than during this pandemic
• Community Benefit's Pilot Program – January 

2021,  "Moving Forward With Your Health" 
post Covid

• Virtual rehab program implemented July 2021

“Flexibility is our biggest strength” – Jackie Evans

Jacquoline.Evans@chs-mi.com





KNOW The WHY, “If you can’t do this part, the 
rest is pointless” – Shelley Mc Cabe



What Is Measured Can Be Improved

michelle.mccabe@multicare.org





“Cardiac Rehab is a mindset and attitude change. Why 
shouldn’t the staff have the same outlook?” 
Lindi Matthew, Program Manager

lmatthews@olympicmedical.org



We are not a team 
because we work together. 
We are a team because we 
respect, trust and care for 

one another.



Thriving During the 
Pandemic

• We were able to transition to a virtual support model 
during our closure from March 2020-May 2020 that 
included Chanl Health, Epic MyChart and lots of phone 
calls

• During 2020 we were able to implement an automatic 
referral process in our EHR for cardiac patients – this 
process serves all patients that are served by our hospital 
which includes 21 counties.

• We maintained our program despite the staff supporting 
other efforts throughout the hospital including but not 
limited to the COVID call center, the COVID testing center 
and the hospital screening process for visitors

• We closed, reopened, closed and reopened another CVP 
rehab program that is located in another town and our 
staff supports two days per week

• We participated in a Take Heart cohort and enhanced our 
ability to report and act on metrics such as patient 
throughput, % enrolled and % completed

• We expanded the way that we think about education and 
have moved towards more digital offerings of 
education/resources through Chanl Health, Mychart and 
good old fashioned email

• We also celebrated with three of our team members as 
they expanded their families and as of May 2022 we will 
have three staff members that received new degrees.





Leadership is invited, based on 
who you are, what you inspire 
and what you enable. 
Henry Givray, Smith Bucklin Leadership Institute, 
2014



The Answer is 
ALWAYS ”No” 
if you don’t 

ASK



Everyone Should Know 
Who Cardiac Rehab Is!

• Once a week I visited the CEO with 
stethoscope and blood pressure cuff in 
hand.

• Asked to be a member of the 
cardiovascular monthly grand rounds. 
• Asked to present outcomes data

• Found a physician champion who 
believed what we believed; cardiac 
rehab saves lives.
• Co-presented new programs and had great 

buy in



Parting words
• We must be engaged with our professional association
• We cannot remain complacent because it’s the easiest 

path
• We have an obligation to (all of) OUR patients
• We shouldn’t celebrate our success when we leave so 

many behind
• We have a moral imperative to reach the 70% that are 

not attending
• We MUST think again, think differently
• WE can make a difference!



THE BEST TIME TO 
PLANT A TREE WAS 20 
YEARS AGO, THE NEXT 

BEST TIME…TODAY!
Thank You!


